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Abstract
Among the characteristics of future wireless networks is the desire to support a wide range of wireless users and a
diverse set of services from many diﬀerent types of networks. One of the most often referenced networking protocols for
diverse wireless and mobile networking is Mobile IP. Although recent focus has been on developing a micro-mobility
architecture for Mobile IP, an emerging need is to enhance the unifying performance of Mobile IP by using a crosslayer, cross-technology, approach to protocol design, in order to serve a wide variety of users, services and networks.
This paper provides a survey of recently proposed performance enhancements for Mobile IP and discusses the impact
on network-level performance. After a review of the Mobile IP architecture, recent research on reducing handoﬀ latency
is discussed, including the use of layer 2 hints. Then, location registration is explored, including new techniques for
authentication of mobile users. Finally, an overview of performance analysis models is provided to show the most
recent approaches to determining the impact of mobility on a given network.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Among the characteristics of future wireless
networks is the desire to support a wide range of
wireless users and a diverse set of services from
many diﬀerent types of networks. A unifying technology for diverse wireless networking is Mobile
IP, a protocol established by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) that allows mobile
nodes (MNs) to change their point of attachment
to the Internet while still being able to maintain
a connection to the network [1]. For example,
the third generation partnership projects (3GPP
and 3GPP2), which represent a wide range of standard organizations for the global wireless industry,
are currently developing standards for integrated
3G and 4G wireless architectures that support
seamless mobility between 3G, WLAN, and other
networks over Mobile IP.
Research on Mobile IP and on the design of
future wireless networks continues to focus on
service optimization. Therefore, issues such as registration—including secure authentication and
location management, and handoﬀ—including
reducing handoﬀ delay and packet loss, continue
to be at the forefront. In recent surveys on IP
mobility, the focus has been to develop appropriate architectures for macro- and micro-mobility
management. Ref. [2] outlines proposed solutions
for future mobility architectures based on diﬀerent
layers of Mobile IP, and a new wireless network
architecture is proposed that is based on network
inter-working agents for inter-domain roaming
among diﬀerent types of networks. Ref. [3] describes and compares three alternatives for IP
mobility management: (1) the traditional Mobile
IP, (2) Migrate, which handles mobility on an
end-to-end basis by allowing the MN to change
its IP address, and (3) the host identity protocol,
which handles mobility using a new name space
by separating the host or process address from
the interface addresses. A qualitative comparison
is given, which focuses on the security, scalability,
and robustness aspects of each approach. The focus of this survey is to explore the performance
enhancements designed to improve service quality
in Mobile IP, which includes reducing handoﬀ delay and packet loss through layer 3 movement esti-

mation and increasing security through updated
authentication techniques. In Section 2, the Mobile IP architecture is reviewed. In Section 3, recent
research on reducing handoﬀ latency using layer 2
hints is discussed. In Section 4, the problem of
location registration is explored, including new
techniques for authentication of mobile users. Finally, Section 5 provides an overview of performance analysis models used to determine the
impact of mobility on a given network. The paper
concludes in Section 6.

2. Mobile IP
As mentioned previously, the Mobile Internet
protocol (Mobile IP) was standardized by the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to allow
MN to change their point of attachment to the
Internet while still being able to maintain a connection to the network [1]. The Mobile IP approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. Under the Mobile
IP, an MN that is currently residing in its home
subnetwork, is served by a home agent that forwards all incoming packets to the MN at its home
IP address. When the MN moves away from its
home subnetwork to a new location, the node
must contact a foreign agent at the new subnetwork to obtain a new (temporary) IP address,
called a care-of-address. The care-of-address is
then used to identify and communicate with the
MN at the local network. To connect the MN to
its home network, a binding update must be performed to notify the home agent about the MNÕs
new care-of-address. The home agent then forwards all incoming packets to the MN using a process referred to as tunneling, i.e., the home agent
encapsulates the incoming packets for the MN
and forwards them to the foreign agent, which in
turn decapsulates them and delivers them to the
MN. Meanwhile, the MN can continue to transmit
packets directly to the correspondent node (CN).
The detailed procedures for Mobile IP designed
for macro-mobility are as follows:
• Agent discovery: An MN is able to detect
whether it has moved into a new subnet by periodically receiving unsolicited agent advertise-
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ment messages broadcasted from each foreign
agent. An MN can also send agent solicitation
messages to learn about the presence of any
prospective mobility agent.
• Registration: When the MN discovers that it is
in a foreign network, it obtains a new care-ofaddress (CoA). This CoA can be obtained by
soliciting or listening for foreign agent advertisements (a foreign agent CoA), or contacting
dynamic host conﬁguration protocol (DHCP)
or point-to-point (PPP) (a co-located CoA)
[4]. The MN registers the new CoA with its
home agent. Then home agent updates the
mobility binding by associating the CoA of
the MN with its permanent IP address.
• Routing and tunneling: Packets sent by a CN to
the MN are intercepted by the home agent. The
home agent encapsulates the packets and tunnels those to MNÕs CoA. In case of foreign
agent CoA, the encapsulated packets reach the
foreign agent serving the MN, which decapsu-

lates the packets and forwards them to the
MN. In case of co-located CoA, the encapsulated packets reach the MN, which then decapsulates them. Steps (a)–(c) of Fig. 1 show the
routing and tunneling procedures when foreign
agent CoA is used. For co-located CoA the
steps are similar except that the tunneling (step
(b)) ends at the MN instead of the foreign
agent.

2.1. Mobile IP shortcomings and improvements
The Mobile IP approach has several shortcomings. First, the packets sent from a CN to an MN
are ﬁrst intercepted by the home agent, which then
tunnels those to the MN. However, packets from
the MN are sent directly to the CN. This triangular routing problem results in communication
routes signiﬁcantly longer than the optimal routes
and introduces extra delay for packet delivery [5].
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Second, when an MN moves from one subnet to
another, there is no way that the new foreign agent
can inform the old foreign agent about the movement of the MN. Hence, packets already tunneled
to the old CoA and in ﬂight cannot be delivered to
the MN and are lost. Therefore, a smooth handoﬀ
is not possible. Third, Mobile IP is not a satisfactory solution for highly mobile users [6]. When an
MN moves among subnets, its location and routes
must be updated. Mobile IP requires that an MN
sends a location update to its home agent whenever it moves from one subnet to another one. This
location registration is required even though the
MN does not communicate with others while moving. The signaling cost associated with location updates may become very signiﬁcant as the number
of MNs increases [7]. Moreover, if the distance between the visited network and the home network
of the MN is large, the signaling delay for the location registration is long.
The problem of triangular routing can be solved
by route optimization [8]. Route optimization in
Mobile IP also deﬁnes procedure to notify the
MNÕs old foreign agent when the MN changes its
foreign agent. The basic idea behind route optimization is to use a direct route between MNs and
their CNs to bypass the home agent. CNs maintain
a binding cache of the CoAs of MNs. When a CN
sends packets to an MN, it ﬁrst checks if it has a
binding cache entry for the MN. If yes, then the
CN tunnels the packets directly to the CoA of
the MN. If there is no binding cache entry available, then the CN sends the packets using the basic
Mobile IP procedure, i.e., via MNÕs home agent.
The CN learns about the most recent CoA of
MNs in either of two ways:
• When the home agent intercepts and tunnels
packets destined to an MN, it sends a binding
update message to the source of the packets to
inform it about the current CoA of the destination MN.
• When tunneled packets reach a foreign agent
which no longer has the destination MN in its
visitor list, the foreign agent sends a binding
warning message to the home agent of the
MN to ask the home agent to send a binding
update message to the source node.

Route optimization also takes care of the packets already tunneled to the old CoA and in ﬂight.
When an MN moves and registers with a new foreign agent, it requests its new foreign agent to notify the previous foreign agent about the change in
CoA. This ensures that the packets in ﬂight to the
old CoA are successfully forwarded. It also ensures that packets from the CN with out-of-date
binding cache entries for the MN are successfully
delivered to the MNÕs new CoA. Moreover, route
optimization also ensures that any resources consumed by the MN at its old foreign agent are released immediately, rather than waiting for its
registration time to expire [8].
Other improvements have been proposed and
adopted for Mobile IP under the title of Mobile
IP version 6 [1]. For example, Mobile IPv6 supports route optimization, which is not always
available in Mobile IPv4. In addition, Mobile
IPv4 suﬀers from a lack of security constructs for
authorization, authentication, and accounting, as
well as for source routing. Mobile IPv6 includes
imbedded binding updates and care-of-address
conﬁguration for the execution of location updates
and for processing the change in the MNÕs address.
The newer version also includes authentication
header processing to provide validation of MNs.
Finally, IPv6 has a fourfold increase in the IP address space, which may be useful for developing
new MN addressing schemes.
Thus, Mobile IP is able to support mobility
across both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems, and is well suited for macro-mobility management, i.e., mobility across diﬀerent network
domains. However, Mobile IP is less suited for micro-mobility management, which has been the subject of research recent literature on Mobile IP
improvements.
2.2. Mobile IP and micro-mobility
The binding updates and care-of-address exchanges that establish the MN at each new location cause an signiﬁcant signaling load, as well as
signiﬁcant delays that may be detrimental to the
service being received at the MN. For large-scale
mobility using Mobile IP these delays are necessary to track a user over many networks or subnet-
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works. However, if a user moves to a foreign domain and then stays within the foreign domain
for some time, the long-distance signaling load to
the home agent may not be necessary. Thus, the
solutions proposed for providing IP mobility can
be broadly classiﬁed into two categories: macromobility management solutions, which generally
refers to Mobile IP itself, and micro-mobility management, which concerns the movement of mobile
users between two network domains. (One domain
usually refers to networks of the same administrative body.) The remainder of this section describes
three protocols that are representative of microMobile IP and the common methods to reduce
the Mobile IP signaling load: Hierarchical Mobile
IP, Cellular IP, and HAWAII.
2.2.1. Mobile IP regional registration/Hierarchical
Mobile IP
Mobile IP regional registration aims to reduce
the number of signaling messages to the home network, and also to reduce the signaling delay when
an MN moves from one subnet to another by performing registrations locally in a regional network.
(The detailed protocol speciﬁcations can be found
in [9].) When an MN ﬁrst arrives at a regional network, it performs a home registration with its
home agent. During the home registration, the
home agent registers the care-of-address of the
MN, which is actually a publicly routable address
of another mobility agent called gateway foreign
agent (GFA). When an MN changes foreign agent
within the same regional network, it performs only
a regional registration to the GFA to update its
CoA. When it moves from one regional network
to another one, it performs a home registration
with its home agent. The packets for the MN are
ﬁrst intercepted by its home agent, which tunnels
those to the registered GFA. The GFA checks its
visitor list and forwards the packets to the corresponding foreign agent in the visiting subnet of
the MN. The foreign agent further relays the packets to the MN.
GFA introduces a layer of hierarchy between
the home agent and foreign agents of the MN.
The use of the GFA avoids any signaling traﬃc
to the home agent as long as the MN is within a
regional network. The structure can be extended
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to include multiple hierarchy levels of foreign
agents beneath the GFA level. Such multiple hierarchy levels are discussed in Hierarchical Mobile
IP [10].
2.2.2. Cellular IP
Cellular IP (CIP) [11,12] supports fast handoﬀ
and paging techniques in Cellular IP access networks. The protocol is intended to provide local
mobility and handoﬀ support for frequently moving hosts. For mobility between diﬀerent Cellular
IP networks, it can inter-work with Mobile IP to
provide wide area mobility support. Cellular IP
uses a distributed paging cache and a distributed
routing cache for location management and routing, respectively. The distributed paging cache
coarsely maintains the position of the idle MNs
for eﬃcient paging, whereas the routing cache
maintains the position of an active MN up to the
subnet level accuracy. When an MN performs
handoﬀ, the routing states in the routing cache
are dynamically updated. This ensures that the
data packets are routed properly to the MN after
its handoﬀ.
The Cellular IP architecture is shown in Fig. 2.
It shows diﬀerent wireless access networks connected to the Internet through a gateway (GW),
which handles mobility within one domain. Packets destined to the MN reach the GW ﬁrst. Then
the GW forwards the packet to the MN using
the host-speciﬁc routing path. During intradomain mobility, when the strength of the beacon
signal from the serving BS is lower than that of a
neighboring BS, the MN initiates a handoﬀ. The
ﬁrst packet which travels to the GW through the
new BS conﬁgures a new path through the new
BS. This results in two parallel paths from the
GW to the MN: one through the old BS and the
other through the new BS. If the MN is capable
of listening to both BSs at the same time, the handoﬀ is soft or else the handoﬀ is hard [12]. These two
paths might have some nodes in common and divert from each other at a crossover node. The path
through the old BS will be active for a duration
equal to the timeout of route caches. After timeout
of the route cache, the entries corresponding to the
MN in the nodes which belong only to the old path
are deleted. Thereafter, only the new path exists
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between the GW and the MN. Once the handoﬀ is
over, the MN communicates with its corresponding nodes through the new BS. This handoﬀ process of CIP is automatic and transparent to the
upper layers.
2.2.3. Handoﬀ-aware wireless access Internet
infrastructure (HAWAII)
As illustrated in Fig. 3, HAWAII is another domain-based approach for mobility support. In
HAWAII, all of the issues related to mobility management within one domain are also handled by a
gateway, in this case called the domain root router.
When an MN roams within a particular domain, it
maintains the connectivity using dynamically
established paths set up from the domain root router to the MN. Once established, the IP packets
destined to the MN are routed using typical IP
routing when the MN is in its home domain. When
the MN is in a foreign domain, it registers its CoA
with its home agent upon the receipt of an
acknowledgment from the domain root router.
When the MN is in a foreign domain, all the packets for the MN are intercepted by its home agent
ﬁrst. Then the home agent tunnels the packets to

the domain root router serving the MN. Finally,
the domain root router routes the packets to the
MN using the host-based routing entries. When
the MN moves between diﬀerent subnets of a particular domain, only the route from the domain
root router to the BS serving the MN is modiﬁed
and the remaining path remains the same. Thus,
during an intra-domain handoﬀ, the global signaling message load and the handoﬀ latency are
reduced signiﬁcantly.
2.3. Comparison of IP mobility solutions
For mobility between diﬀerent administrative
domains, Mobile IP scheme is widely used. Comparisons of network layer micro-mobility solutions
are conducted in [13–16] based on diﬀerent criteria. In [14], a generic model is established and performance comparison between Cellular IP,
HAWAII, and Hierarchical Mobile IP are evaluated based on the same model. A comprehensive
comparison of handoﬀ mechanisms of IP micromobility protocols is given in [16].
As stated in [14], despite the diﬀerent design approaches of the proposed micro-mobility proto-
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cols, the operational principles that govern them
are largely similar. Domain root routers are designed in each protocol. All the solutions are trying to localize most of the signaling traﬃc into
one domain to reduce global signaling. Based on
diﬀerent design goals, existing micro-mobility proposals are classiﬁed into two types: routing-based
and tunnel-based schemes [17]. Routing-based
schemes take advantage of robust IP forwarding.
Mobile-speciﬁc address lookup tables are maintained by all the mobility agents within the network domain. Cellular IP and HAWAII fall into
this category. Under the tunnel-based schemes,
registration and encapsulation are performed in a
local or hierarchical fashion. Mobile IP regional
registration and Hierarchical Mobile IP belong
to this category. Generally speaking, routingbased schemes avoid the tunneling overhead, but
suﬀer from the high cost of propagating host-speciﬁc routes in all the routers within the domain.
The root node of routing-based schemes constitutes a single point of failure [15]. Tunnel-based
schemes enhances scalability by introducing hierarchies, but lead to additional costs and delays.
Their reliability relies on the mobility agents at
each hierarchy [18]. It is demonstrated in [14] that
the basic handoﬀ performance of the existing mi-

cro-mobility protocols depends only on the position of the crossover mobility agents. The choice
of a micro-mobility protocol should be dictated
more by deployment considerations.

3. Mobile IP handoﬀ research—cross-layer
optimizations
As mentioned previously, Mobile IP allows an
MN to change its point of attachment to the Internet while still being able to maintain a connection
to the network. Changing its point of attachment
requires the MN to engage in handoﬀ. Traditionally, handoﬀ decision is performed based on a perception of channel quality reﬂected by the received
signal strength and other measurements, and the
availability of resources at the new cell. The base
station usually measures the quality of the radio
link channels being used by MNs in its service area.
This is done periodically, so that degradations in
signal strength below a prescribed threshold can
be detected and handoﬀ to another radio channel
or cell can be initiated. Under network-controlled
handoﬀ (NCHO), or mobile-assisted handoﬀ
(MAHO), the network makes the decision for
handoﬀ, while under mobile-controlled handoﬀ
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point (AP) that connects to an access router
(AR) which belongs to either the 3G wireless network or a WLAN.
When an MN moves out of the coverage area of
its current AP, it may attach to a new AP. The
roaming of MNs between APs is managed by the
link-layer protocol and is known as layer 2, or
link-layer handoﬀ. The new AP can be connected
to the same access network, or to a diﬀerent access
network. If the new AP is connected to the same
subnet as the old AP, the MN can continue its IP
communication through the new AP through a
layer 2 handoﬀ without any conﬁguration change
at layer 3. If the new AP is connected to a diﬀerent
subnet, then the MN needs to conﬁgure a new IP
address that is valid for the new subnet and use
some additional mechanism to maintain its ongoing communication sessions, such as a pre/postregistration protocol [20]. In this case, the layer 2
handoﬀ will result in a layer 3 handoﬀ. Furthermore, if the current AP and the new AP are connected to two diﬀerent systems, e.g. 3G network
and WLAN as in Fig. 1, the layer 2 handoﬀ will result in a vertical handoﬀ between two networks.
Thus, each time the MN has a handoﬀ, it is
possible that it will initiate a change in IP-layer
conﬁgurations, such as its IP address and default
gateway information. In order to make these

(MCHO), the MN must take its own signal
strength measurements and make the handoﬀ decision on its own. While performing handoﬀ, the
MNÕs connection may be created at the target base
station before the old base station connection is released. This is referred to as a ‘‘make before break’’
handoﬀ. On the other hand, the new connection
may be set up after the old connection has been
torn down, which is referred to as a ‘‘break before
make’’ handoﬀ. In either case, the MN executes a
hard handoﬀ, which means that the MN can only
communicate on a channel with one base station
at time. In 3G CDMA networks, an MN is able
to communicate on more than one coded channel,
which enables it to communicate with more than
one base station. Thus, CDMA networks allow a
soft handoﬀ, where the MN can listen to a set of
candidate base stations at the same time before
choosing one for its point of attachment [19].
3.1. Mobile IP handoﬀ architecture
Consider the 3G wireless network and wireless
local area network (WLAN) overlay structure
shown in Fig. 4. The 3G wireless network, such
as UMTS or GPRS, is assumed to cover a relatively larger area than the WLAN. Network connectivity is oﬀered to the MN through an access

WLAN
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AR1
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AR2
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Fig. 4. 3G/WLAN integration.
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changes, the IP module has to detect the new network attachment, realize that the old conﬁguration is no longer valid, and obtain the new
conﬁguration parameters. In Mobile IPv4 and
IPv6, the network detection phase traditionally
uses network-layer movement detection, such as
a change in the advertised subnet preﬁxes [4,1].
However, network-layer indications are not readily available upon a link change. Thus, general reliance on the network layer may introduce
unnecessary delays due to layer 3 signaling for a
simple layer 2 handoﬀ. If information could be
gathered at layer 2 to determine the need for layer
3 signaling, then both the delay and signaling load
could be greatly improved over current standards.
Thus, recent proposals for MIP enhancement include the use of layer 2 information, or hints and
address three areas: (1) determining a catalogue
of available layer 2 hints, (2) describing procedures
for evaluating layer 2 hints, and (3) eﬀective use of
layer 2 hints in MIP handoﬀs.
3.2. Catalogue of available layer 2 hints
Two sets of parameters have been proposed to
gather layer 2 information: (1) the MN set, which
gathers information available at the MN, and (2)
the AR set. In each set, parameters are grouped
into three distinct categories: static parameters,
which are related to the hardware implementation
of the interface, conﬁguration parameters, which
are managed through interface conﬁguration, and
status parameters, which are highly varying in order to provide the current link environment of
the interface. In [21], a non-exhaustive catalogue
of link-layer hints from well-known link-layer technologies is provided, and possible link-layer hints
indicating link status were discussed speciﬁcally
for GPRS, 3GPP2, and WLAN. A high-level abstract categorizes such hints into link identiﬁers,
link-up hints, and link-down hints. In [22], the following categories of layer 2 hints are provided:
• Link-type hint: Characteristics that describes the
type of the technology from which the layer 2
trigger was generated. Examples include:
– MN measured bandwidth: current available
bandwidth measured by the MN over the link.
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– MN bit error rate: current measured bit error
rate.
– MN packet error rate: current measured
packet error rate.
– MN current data rate: current rate at which
the MN link layer is transmitting/receiving
packets.
• Link identiﬁer: For example, in GPRS networks,
the relevant link identiﬁers are the transaction
identiﬁer (TI), which includes the network-layer
service access point identiﬁer (NSAPI). The
NSAPI can be used as the link identiﬁer since
it can uniquely identify the associated policy
decision point (PDP) context (the soft state
maintained between the MN, the SGSN and
the GGSN for guaranteeing a negotiated quality
of service in a GPRS network). In the WLAN,
the link identiﬁer used by the MN is the basic
service set identiﬁcation (BSSID), where the
BSSID is the MAC address of the AP. However,
several service set identiﬁers (SSIDs) can be conﬁgured on a single AP. So it is possible that an
MN can switch between two SSIDs and change
its network-layer conﬁguration while remaining
connected to the same AP.
• IP address: IP address identiﬁers which may
need to be resolved to IP addresses using methods that may be speciﬁc to the wireless network.
For example, if the old foreign agent (oFA) or
MN determines that the IP address of the new
foreign agent (nFA) is equal to the oFAÕs
address, then the layer 3 handoﬀ does not need
to be initiated [20].
• Subnet preﬁx: Subsequent to a layer 2 handoﬀ,
an MN detects a change in an on-link subnet
preﬁx that would require a change in the primary care-of-address. For example, a change
of AR typically results in a layer 3 handoﬀ [1].

3.3. Evaluating layer 2 hints for layer 3
movement detection
Because certain layer 2 technologies are capable
of providing various link status information to the
IP module, such as connected or disconnected, the
link identiﬁer can help the IP module make intelligent decisions regarding conﬁguration changes. In
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order to evaluate the catalogue of hints available,
some procedure must be employed to determine
the likelihood that an MN is making a layer 3
movement and requires the initiation of a layer 3
signaling protocol. In [22], a likelihood function
is deﬁned and used to evaluate a wide variety of
layer 2 hints for layer 3 movement detection. The
estimate of layer 3 movement occurs on two levels:
(1) movement between subnets and (2) movement
between networks, where the MN requires a vertical, or inter-system, handoﬀ. The likelihood function is evaluated as follows:
X
L¼E
wi Li ;
ð1Þ
i

where i is an index representing the particular layer
2 hint parameter as outlined in the list above, Li is
the probability that a layer 3 handoﬀ is required,
given a change in the corresponding layer 2 hint
parameter, and the weighting factor, wi is the
probability that the layer 2 parameter change
would indicate that a handoﬀ is needed. E is a
parameter added for more eﬃcient processing of

the likelihood function. For example, if the subnet
address has not changed, then the E parameter is
set to zero, which reduces the function to a zero
likelihood of layer 3 movement. Two thresholds
are set for the evaluation of the result of Eq. (1).
If the result passes the ﬁrst threshold, a layer 3
movement is assumed. If a second threshold is
passed, then an vertical movement is also assumed.
Otherwise, a layer 2 handoﬀ is assumed. The
equivalent layer 3 movement estimation is shown
in Fig. 5.
The layer 3 movement estimation starts with
layer 2 hints collection. When any parameter, labeled Ei, is available, a quick judgment will be deployed to decide if an layer 3 handoﬀ will be
triggered. Otherwise, further steps will be implemented to decide if the layer 3 handoﬀ is an intraor inter-system handoﬀ based on the value of Eq.
(1). If no E parameters are available, the layer 3
movement estimation will be based only on likelihood factors Li (e.g., the bandwidth and BER
measured at the MN). When the value of Eq. (1)
is larger than the ﬁrst (horizontal handoﬀ) thresh-
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old, then a layer 3 handoﬀ with the same access
network is considered to be necessary. If the value
is also larger than the second (vertical handoﬀ)
threshold, it indicates that the MN is moving into
a new subnet of diﬀerent access network. Consider
again the subnet preﬁx hint. If the preﬁx from the
new AP is exactly the same as the preﬁx from the
old AP, the MN can draw the conclusion that it is
not moving to a new subnet, so that the probability of layer 3 movement is minimized in Eq. (1),
resulting in only a layer 2 handoﬀ being initiated,
and avoiding all of the higher layer signaling. On
the other hand, if the preﬁx has changed, the likelihood function is evaluated to see if the layer 3
signaling may be necessary.
3.4. Use of layer 2 hints in Mobile IP handoﬀ
Researchers have recently begun to explore protocols that implement the use of layer 2 hints when
executing Mobile IP handoﬀ. An IETF draft in
2004 [23], presented a mechanism that extends
Mobile IPv6 by including link events information
to optimize layer 3 movement detection. The work
considers smooth handoﬀs for MNs that are
equipped with multiple interfaces moving across
diﬀerent and heterogeneous links. In particular,
the use of link-up, link-down, and link-type hints
were recommended for Mobile IP nodes moving
between 802.11 and GPRS.
Pre- and post-registration techniques were described in [20] to achieve low latency Mobile IP
handoﬀs and to allow greater support for real-time
services. The purpose of pre-registration is to reduce handoﬀ delay by anticipating the need for
handoﬀ, and beginning the layer 3 handoﬀ signaling before the handoﬀ begins. Optimally, the preregistration signaling is complete even before the
ﬁrst packet is redirected to the new location of
the MN. The post-registration handoﬀ method
uses tunnels to perform low latency changes in
the MNÕs layer 2 point of attachment without
requiring any involvement from the MN. Following a successful registration between the MN a foreign agent, when the MN moves to a new foreign
agent, it can defer the layer 3 handoﬀ and continue
to communicate via the old foreign agent. This
technique minimizes the period of time when an
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MN is unable to send or receive IP packets due
to the delay in the Mobile IP registration process.
Finally, the layer 2 hint is used as an input to a
handoﬀ decision process in [24]. An algorithm for
handoﬀ initiation and decision is developed, based
on the policy-based handoﬀ framework introduced
by the IETF. A cost function is designed to allow
networks to judge handoﬀ targets based on a variety of user- and network-valued metrics. These
metrics include layer 2 hint parameters, as well
as other quality of service metrics. The optimal
handoﬀ target is decided by evaluating the cost
function. A performance analysis demonstrates
that signiﬁcant gains in quality of service and a
more eﬃcient use of resources can be achieved
from the proposed technique.
Traditionally, quality of service has included
the treatment of data traﬃc. An emerging area
of quality of service is the security protections that
are available in a network, where security includes
securing the communication channel, the equipment, and authenticating and authorizing the mobile users. In the next section, we outline the
current research issues for implementing authentication for Mobile IP networks.

4. Mobile IP registration research—secure
authentication
Registration is the network management process that authenticates mobile users [25]. Traditionally, registration research is concerned with
tracking the mobile userÕs current location. Part
of the tracking problem is addressed by the Mobile
IP address discovery and hierarchical routing techniques discussed in Section 2. However, the
authentication problem is currently signiﬁcant
due to the increasingly distributed nature of wireless networks. Familiar research on location registration is based on a global cellular system, which
has a controlled, centralized authentication
architecture.
However, future Mobile IP based authentication architectures may be centralized, distributed,
or locally centralized. A typical example of centralized architecture is that an authentication center
(AuC) is used in UMTS networks for security
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support speciﬁed by European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). The UMTS standard claims that it provides security protection
from the aspects of network access security,
network domain security, user domain security,
application security, security visibility and reconﬁgurability. In an ad hoc network, distributed
architecture is used because a mobile user only registers with a local network for multi-hop communications [26,27]. In a locally centralized architecture,
a number of autonomous networks may share an
authentication center, such as in Mobile IP networks. In this paper, we focus on the architecture
design of authentication in Mobile IP networks.
4.1. Mobile IP authentication
Authentication in wireless networks is deﬁned
as a security technique to protect the network
against acceptance of a fraudulent transmission
by establishing the validity of a transmission, a
message, or an originator [28]. During the authentication process, a user must provide veriﬁable credentials to access a network. In particular, when
an MN requires a service from a network other
than its home network from which it subscribes
the service, it must provide suﬃcient individual
information for authorization and register its location to the home network for subsequent services.
This process of authentication and registration
plays an important role in protecting the conﬁdentiality and integrity of wireless networks since it is
the ﬁrst step in denying an unauthorized transmission and preventing intrusions [29–33].
In the basic Mobile IP architecture, an authentication extension (AE) is deﬁned for registration
messages, comprising a security parameter index
(SPI) referring to some previously deﬁned mobile
security association (MSA), and an authenticator,
which is calculated using a keyed-hash function.
Mobile
IPv4
challenge/response
extensions
(MICRE) [31] is developed for basic Mobile IP
architecture. This protocol provides replay protection for all messages exchanged with Mobile IP
protocol by deﬁning two new types of message
extensions: A challenge extension for foreign agent
advertisement messages and a mobile challenge response extension for registration messages.

When an MN wants to authenticate itself, it must
send an authentication request message with the
challenge value received from the foreign agent
advertisement. By checking the challenge value to
see if it has already been used, the foreign agent
can avoid a malicious relay attack from an MN.
The veriﬁcation of the challenge value depends on
the security association between the MN and its
home agent, while the security association between
the foreign agent and the MN may not exist. The
authentication of this protocol must rely on an
external authentication system in assumption that
a secure notiﬁcation can be returned. From the procedure described above, we can see that this protocol
cannot protect the messages exchanged between foreign agent and MN, and between foreign agent and
home agent, although it can avoid replay attacks.
Alternatively, secure scalable authentication
(SSA) is aimed at providing Mobile IP with a
strong, scalable authentication mechanism based
on public key cryptography! [34]. In SSA, when
an MN is moving close to a foreign agent, it receives an advertisement with authentication extension and certiﬁcate extension broadcast by the
foreign agent. The MN then extracts and validates
the certiﬁcate with a public key issued by a certificate authority. After the veriﬁcation, the MN uses
the public key of the foreign agent from the certificate to verify the digital signature in the foreign
agent authentication extension, which is created
using the foreign agentÕs private key. After that,
the MN will obtain the secret key of the foreign
agent; thus, the communication between the MN
and the foreign agent will be protected.
In 2002, IETF published another draft using
diameter protocol in Mobile IP networks [29]. A
Diameter server is deﬁned as an authority center,
which is able to authenticate, authorize and collect
accounting information for Mobile IPv4 services
rendered to an MN. The Diameter is intended to
provide an AAA framework for applications, such
as network access or IP mobility, and work in both
local AAA and roaming situations. Based on the
standard security association model in wireless networks, DIAMETER is being deployed as a more
ﬂexible successor to the widely-deployed RADIUS
protocol for authentication, authorization and
accounting.
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domain. An AAAL is an identity which can
authenticate the local MN and is expected to
be conﬁgured with enough information to negotiate the veriﬁcation of client credentials with
external authorities.
• Since the MNÕs credentials need to remain
unforgeable, intervening nodes (e.g., neither
the attendant nor the AAAL or any other intermediate nodes) must not be able to learn any
(secret) information which may enable them to
reconstruct and reuse the credentials.
• Attendants should be conﬁgured to obtain
authorization from a trusted AAAL for QoS
requirements placed by the client.
• The local authority must share, or dynamically
establish, security relationships with external
authorities that are able to check client
credentials.

The reasons for the continuing development of
new schemes and technologies rather than using
available mobility support technologies, include
(1) developing a distributed architecture, composed of many authentication servers for delivering authentication messages; (2) ensuring
scalability, that is, authentication mechanisms for
wireless networks must be scalable enough to
adapt to various user densities and roaming patterns; (3) increasing security services, including
information secrecy, data integrity, and conﬁdentiality; and (4) reducing the overhead for the negotiation of encryption/decryption algorithms,
encryption/decryption of messages, transmission
of messages and credential veriﬁcation.
Many new schemes and protocols have been
proposed to satisfy the constraints of these factors
in recent years [29,30,35–38].

In the proposed basic architecture shown in
Fig. 6(A), each AAAL should share security association with a home AAA server (AAAH) of the
roaming MN in current domain so that the AAAL
can securely transmit MNsÕ credentials. In this
conﬁguration, the local and the home authority
share the trust relationship, mutually. Depending
on the security model used, this conﬁguration
can cause a quadratic growth in the number of
trust relationships, as the number of AAA authorities (AAAL and AAAH) increases. This has been
identiﬁed as a problem by the roamops working
group [35], and any AAA proposal must solve this
problem. Using brokers is a possible solution to

4.2. Design of authentication architecture for
Mobile IP networks
In order to provide security in wireless and mobile networks, Mobile IP with AAA extension is
proposed in which basic authentication, authorization and accounting requirements are introduced.
Some of them are highlighted as follows and more
details can be found in [37].
• Each local attendant must have a security relationship with a local AAA server (AAAL). An
attendant is a node designed to provide the service interface between a client and the local
Home Domain

Local Domain

AAAL

AAAH

AAAL

FA

HA

Local Domain

MN

MN

A. Basic Authentication Architecture in RFC 2977
FA: Foreign Agent
HA: Home Agent
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AAAB
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B. Enhanced Authentication Architecture in RFC 2977 with a Broker

MN: Mobile Node
: Security Association

AAAH: Home AAA server
AAAL: Local AAA server

Fig. 6. Basic and enhanced authentication architecture in Mobile IP.
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the scalability problems associated with requiring
direct business/roaming relationships between
every two administrative domains. In order to provide scalable networks in many service providers
and large numbers of private networks, multiple
layers of brokers should be supported like the broker model described in Fig. 6(B).
A broker may play the role of a proxy between
two administrative domains, which have security
associations with the broker, and be able to relay
AAA messages back and forth securely. Though
this mechanism may reduce latency in the transmission of messages between the domains after
the broker has completed its involvement, there
may be a lot of overhead messages as a result of
additional copies of authorization and accounting
to the brokers. There may also be additional latency for the initial access to the network, especially when a new security association needs to
be created between AAAL and AAAH. These delays may become important factors for latencycritical applications.
AAA extension with mobility support is proposed for seamless roaming and mobility support
in combination with AAA extensions for inter-domain roaming among heterogeneous networks
[38,39]. When an MN moves out of the coverage
of its home network, the network address which
was assigned previously, such as active IP session,
is useless. To eﬃciently solve these problems, a
common architecture is developed for handling inter-system terminal mobility with Mobile IP
authentication architecture. In this architecture,
mobility support is integrated with AAA functions
through carefully designed signaling messages. In
other words, before a foreign agent conﬁrms the
registration of a visiting node, it contacts a foreign
AAA server with an access request message. As a
result, AAA functions are completed along with
the registration, thus reducing the number of packets exchanged.
In [38], a new authentication entity, security
gateway (SGW), is added to provide a secure communication segment between the roaming MN and
its home agent without requiring that the foreign
network be trusted or participate in the process.
Based on this authentication architecture, IPSec
tunnel mode is enabled between the SGW and its

MH by which the SGW sets up security association for each MH in its network. The home agent
is only responsible for Mobile IP registration and
relaying packets to MHÕs care-of-address (CoA).
The MH is protected by the IPSec tunnel between
the SGW and MH. Therefore, IPSec is applied to
Mobile IP for providing security services with
mobility support.
4.3. A local authentication control scheme for
Mobile IP networks
In order to reduce authentication cost, an
authentication, authorization and accounting
(AAA) architecture is proposed for wireless networks [37]. In this architecture, an AAA server is
a central server in one autonomous network with
hop-by-hop SAs between AAA servers for authentication. Based on this architecture, the credentials
are delivered from a local AAA server (LAS) to
the home authentication server (HAS) for authentication when the MN is roaming in foreign networks, regardless of the traﬃc and mobility
patterns of the MN as well as the distance between
the MN and its HAS. These operations deteriorate
the QoS with expensive authentication cost and
long latency, especially for two networks far from
each other [37,29,40]. In addition, remote authentication imposes heavy cost burden on servers
because hop-by-hop encryption/decryption is applied due to the lack of a direct SA in the AAA
architecture.
In this section, we introduce a local authentication protocol, which is able to securely establish a local SA for inter-domain roaming MNs
and produce challenge/response values for local
authentication [41]. This scheme not only reduces
authentication delay and cost signiﬁcantly, and it
is also feasible in any wireless networks using the
AAA architecture.
4.3.1. Security association and challenge/
response based authentication
As deﬁned in IP security architecture (IPsec),
security association (SA) is a trust relationship between a sender and a receiver for secure data transmission. It has many parameters, such as security
parameters index (SPI), key and lifetime, all of
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burden to deliver the authentication messages between networks, which are related with the mobility and traﬃc patterns of MNs.

which can be used to serve for encryption and
authentication [42]. An SA can be established
and modiﬁed with protocols such as Internet security association and key management protocol
(ISAKMP), secure socket layer (SSL) or transport
layer security (TLS). In these protocols, SSL and
TLS are two protocols commonly used in mobile
networks. SSL is a standard for encrypted client/
server communication between network devices.
It works by using a public key to encrypt and
transfer data. TLS is an IETF standard with the
goal to produce an Internet standard version of
SSL [43].
In order to facilitate the authentication in mobile networks, secret key based authentication is
widely adopted [31]. In particular, challenge/response authentication requires the roaming MN
to submit a response value for authentication each
time, which is encrypted from a challenge value, a
random value, with an SA shared between the
MN and its home network. The challenge and response values are delivered to the home network of
the MN for veriﬁcation. An authentication approval message will be returned if the authentication is granted. However, when an MN initiates
a service request or crosses the boundaries of subnetworks, authentication will be triggered. Thus,
frequent authentication requests impose a great

4.3.2. Overview of local authentication control
scheme
The framework of the proposed scheme is illustrated in Fig. 7. When an inter-domain authentication request from a visiting MN comes to a local
authentication server (LAS), the LAS ﬁrst checks
if a local SA exists for the MN. If the local SA exists, the LAS authenticates the roaming MN with
this SA. Otherwise, the LAS checks if the residence
time of the MN will be greater than a threshold
value. There are many methods to estimate the
residence time of an MN [44]. In our paper, we
assume that the estimation result of the residence
time exists. Then, if the residence time of the
MN is greater than a threshold value, the LAS will
authenticate the MN through the AAA architecture and generate a local SA for it. Otherwise,
the LAS simply authenticates the MN though
the AAA architecture and does not generate a
local SA for it.
If a local SA is generated, we assign the value of
residence time of the MN to the life time of the SA.
The sequential authentication requests that will
arrive within the life time of the local SA can be

Arrival of an
inter-domain
authentication

[Yes]

[No]

Check if an SA exists
between the MU and LAS

Authenticate the MU
locally with the SA
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Check if residence time
of the MU is greater than
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[Yes]

[No]
Authenticate the MU remotely
with AAA architecture

Authenticate the MU,
Generate the SA for an MU

End

Fig. 7. Overview of local authentication control scheme.
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processed eﬃciently with the local SA without
transmitting the credentials to the HAS of the
MN. We focus on the establishment of the local
SA in a mobile network for the roaming MN,
which is highlighted in Fig. 7. The establishment
of a local SA involves with two problems. One is
how to distribute the key securely and eﬃciently;
the other is how to determine the threshold value
of residence time, i.e., the lifetime of an local SA,
which is used to trigger proposed scheme.
4.3.3. Authentication and local SA establishment
protocol
The signaling diagram of the protocol to
authenticate a roaming MN and establish a local
SA for sequential authentication requests is shown
in Fig. 8. As we can see in this diagram, when a
foreign MN is requesting services in the local network, an authentication request is sent out to the
LAS. The LAS replies a challenge, i.e., a random
value, to the MN. The MN encrypts the challenge
value with an SA shared with the HAS. The result
of the value is a response value that is returned to
the LAS. Because the LAS has no SA shared with
the MN, the LAS relays the response value to the
HAS of the roaming MN through the AAA architecture. The HAS of the MN decrypts the response
value and compares the result with the challenge
value transferred by the LAS. If these two values
are matched, the MN is authenticated.

MU

After the above operations are ﬁnished, a local
SA can be established at the visiting MN and the
LAS as follows:
SA ::¼ fUID; SPI; ALGORITHM;
DIRECTION; KEY; LIFETIMEg;
where UID is the unique user identiﬁcation, which
indicates the user for whom the local SA is used.
In the local SA at the LAS, UID is the identiﬁcation of the MN. In the local SA at the MN, UID is
the identiﬁcation of the LAS. SPI (Security Parameter Index) is the identiﬁcation number of the
association, which is used to diﬀerentiate the SAs
uniquely. ALGORITHM is a description on a speciﬁc algorithm that should be used with this local
SA. DIRECTION speciﬁes the association used
for packets arriving or leaving, KEY provides
the encoding and decoding key for the authentication, which is K1 in our proposed protocol. LIFETIME is a time period to keep the SA, which is
determined and transferred by the LAS.
From the protocol, we can see that the security
to distribute the key for the local SA between the
MN and the LAS, is guaranteed because the messages transmitted between the AAA servers are encrypted with a pair of SAs with nonce technique.
Thus, information secrecy and data integrity are
provided and replay attack can be defeated. Second, the transmission of this key to the visiting
MN is protected through a random value with
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Request-Challenge
Challenge
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New Request

Yes
Generate SA?
Reply(SAK1)

Verify

Reply(K1)

Request-Challenge
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Verify
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LAS: Local Authentication Server

SA: Security Association

HAS: Home Authentication Server

MU: Mobile User

Fig. 8. Authentication and local SA establishment protocol.
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an SA shared between the MN and its HAS, which
avoids direct key distribution on the unprotected
medium and guarantees secure transmission from
the HAS to the MN. Thus, by establishing a local
security association with concern of traﬃc pattern,
mobility pattern, and number of hops between the
mobile user and its home authentication server, the
proposed scheme becomes a promising alternative
for secure and eﬃcient authentication approach in
various wireless networks.
4.4. Authentication protocol comparisons
For diﬀerent authentication architectures, we
compare aforementioned protocols in Table 1
according to following criteria for suitability and
acceptance in wireless IP networks:
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Future wireless networks will suﬀer from diverse standards that limit the authentication for
roaming users. There are many challenging issues
related to authentications in mobile networks.
One of them is the integration of WLAN and
WWAN. Most of the existing authentication
mechanism are inappropriate for supporting
inter-domain, especially, roaming in heterogeneous
systems such as the integration of WLANs and
WWANS, which is clearly needed in future trends
to provide public access to information systems.
The ability to maintain a secured connection without re-association and re-authentication needs to
be investigated and provided.

5. Mobile IP research—mobility modeling
• Security: An authentication protocol should be
able to restrict services to authorized users only.
In addition, it should protect the network
against internal and external security threats.
• Eﬃciency: The authentication protocols should
induce little overhead and computing requirements.
• Scalability: The authentication protocols
should also be deployable in large networks
with many mobile users and frequent handoﬀs.
• Transparency: The authentication protocols
should require as little change as possible to
existing systems, especially to MNs and CNs.
• Manageability: In massive networks, it is crucial that protocol mechanisms can be eﬃciently
managed. For security protocols, this includes
key management, policy management, and
access control.

The evolution scenario to an all-IP wireless system both obligates and enables a strict performance evaluation for wireless networks, which
has been the driving force for the search for better
mobility models. The mobility patterns of the mobile users in a wireless network directly aﬀects data
and signaling traﬃc due to location registration,
paging and handoﬀs. Mobility of the users also affects the call holding and sojourn times [45]. All
these factors are vital in the performance evaluation of any scheme in wireless networks. The
mobility models in the literature can be analyzed
according to several criteria, including location
information and mobile independence. In this section, we survey most of the frequently used mobility models in the literature that fall into these
categories.

Table 1
Comparison of authentication protocols
Protocol

Security

Eﬃciency

Scalability

Transparency

Manageability

IP mobility support
MICRE
SSA
DIAMETER
IPSec
SCPCS

()
()
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)

(+)
(+)
()
(+)
()
(+)

()
()
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)

(+)
(+)
()
()
(+)
()

()
()
(+)
(+)
(+)
()

(+)

Advantage

()

Disadvantage
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5.1. Location information
One method for obtaining the location information is observation and recording of traces of user
activity in existing wireless networks [46–51].
Although a trace provides a realistic model, it also
has some drawbacks. A large number of mobiles
must be tracked for long observation periods,
resulting in huge amounts of data to be stored.
The observations should also be repeated several
times, and the results should be averaged to provide statistical data and compensate for any anomalies. Furthermore, an existing system is required
for the observation to be performed. However,
traces that belong to the old type of wireless networks do not necessarily apply to a new network.
For example, the mobility patterns and call holding times from the traces of a 2G voice network
does not hold for a 3G network, which supports
both voice and data connections including multimedia. Moreover, the available location information is generally at the cell level for active users
and location area level for inactive users. The loca-

tion information also depends heavily on the cellular layout of the existing system and is not helpful
for calculating signal interference or cell radius
analysis. A ﬁnal drawback for traces is the fact
that most service providers prefer to keep trace
information conﬁdential, forcing researchers to
devise alternative models.
On the other hand there are synthetic models,
which includes analytical and simulation based
models, which use mathematical and computational methods but not trace data. Analytical
mobility models allow derivation of mathematical
expressions for the performance of the system.
However, the simplifying assumptions made on
the mobility patterns make these assumptions
unrealistic. Simulation-based models, alternatively,
do not generally allow derivation of mathematical
expressions, but provide more detailed and realistic mobility patterns. To obtain statistically
dependable results, the results of several simulation runs must be averaged and conﬁdence intervals should be analyzed. The mobility models
studied in this paper are given in Fig. 9.

MOBILITY MODELS

Entity Models

Aggregate Models

Random walk
Probabilistic version of random walk
Brownian
Waypoint
Random direction
Variations on random direction
Smooth random mobility
Incremental velocity vector
Markovian
Lezi–update
Residence time based
Gauss–Markov
Activity–based
Activity–based, service–oriented
City section
Map–based realistic mobility
Obstacle
ETSI test scenarios

Fluid flow
Highway with multiple entrance
Exponential correlated random mobility
Column mobility
Nomadic community
Pursue
Follow the leader
Reference point group mobility
Mobility vector
Gravity
Metropolitan, national, and international mobility
Integrated mobility
Three–dimensional mobility

Fig. 9. Classiﬁcation of mobility models.
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5.2. Mobile independence
The independence of mobile users determines
the relationship between the mobility patterns of
diﬀerent users. Entity mobility models determine
the mobility pattern of each user individually.
The location, speed, direction, and call generation
process of each mobile is managed exclusively. This
approach allows handling and monitoring the service provided to each user. Some entity models allow the mobiles to display similar but independent
patterns (e.g., [52]) while most entity models disregard this point. The mobiles in such models do not
demonstrate real life features like moving-in-groups.
Alternatively, aggregate (group) mobility models
determine the mobility patterns for groups of users.
This class of models display moving-in-groups
behavior inherently and provide statistics like
mean number of users in area or mean number of
users that cross a cell or location area boundary.
Aggregate mobility models cannot be used for
cases that require per user information, for example, to calculate actual signal interference.
Finally, it is important if a mobility model is
memoryless or not. In a memoryless model, the
next direction and speed of a mobile is independent
of its current direction and speed. This approach
results in mobiles making sudden turns at high
speeds, a mobility pattern that is not observed in
real life. With the introduction of the inertial behavior, mobiles tend to refrain from sudden changes in
speed and direction. Inertial behavior together with
moving-in-groups feature and considering physical
structures provides conscious travelling.
In the following sections, we describe some of
the most frequently used mobility models in the
research literature.

is typically zero. The mobile travels with the selected speed and direction for a ﬁxed time interval
of Dt, and then selects new speed and direction.
In [45], Zonoozi and Dassanayake also develop
a mathematical formulation for systematic tracking of the random movement of the mobile. The
authors show that the cell residence time can be
described by the gamma distribution, and the
channel holding time by the negative exponential
distribution.
5.3.1. Probabilistic version of random walk model
In [56], Chiang uses the matrix
2
3
P ð0; 0Þ P ð0; 1Þ P ð0; 2Þ
6
7
P ¼ 4 P ð1; 0Þ P ð1; 1Þ P ð1; 2Þ 5
P ð2; 0Þ P ð2; 1Þ P ð2; 2Þ
to determine the x and y coordinates of the next
location of the mobile where states 0, 1, and 2 represent the current, previous, and next positions of
the mobile, respectively. When the matrix is set
properly, this model produces probabilistic mobility patterns rather than random. Chiang uses the
following values for the P matrix:
2
3
0 0.5 0.5
6
7
P ¼ 4 0.3 0.7 0 5.
0.3 0 0.7
These values ensure a mobile does not move from
previous to next location without visiting current
location. The state transition diagram corresponding to these values is given in Fig. 10 [56].

5.3. Random walk model
Random walk is the simplest and the most frequently used mobility model with slight modiﬁcations [45,53–55]. Unfortunately, the term is often
used incorrectly instead of Markovian or even
any probabilistic mobility model. In its most general form, random walk selects the speed and
direction for each user from uniform distributions
over [vmin, vmax] and [0, 2p], respectively, where vmin
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Fig. 10. Example state transition diagram.
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5.3.2. Brownian model
Brownian motion is closely related to random
walk. The roots of Brownian motion date back
to 1785, but the ﬁrst mathematical theory was
developed by Albert Einstein in 1905, bringing
him the Nobel prize [57]. The theory explains the
erratic and constant movement of tiny particles
when they are suspended in a ﬂuid or gas, but it
can also be used to generate mobility patterns
for wireless users. Given the location of a user at
time t0, Brownian motion allows us to calculate
the probability distribution of the physical location of the mobile at time t > t0 [58,59].
5.3.3. Waypoint model
Waypoint model is also a variation on random
walk model [60–67]. In the waypoint model, a mobile pauses for some time before selecting new
speed and direction. Waypoint model causes accumulation of mobiles at certain parts of the service
area. These gatherings are called density waves
[68]. The density waves generally occur close to
the center of the service area. In [69], Boleng notes
that the average number of neighbors in the beginning of a simulation may be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from that in the rest. Therefore, the use of warmup
period is suggested.
Though frequently used in the literature due to
its simplicity, the waypoint model has a signiﬁcant
drawback. Mobile speeds, which are randomly
drawn from the [vmin, vmax] interval, are assumed
to have an average that remains the same during
the simulation. However, in [70] Yoon et al. show
that the increasing number of slow moving mobiles will dominate the mobile society. Thus, the
average mobile speed will decay until it converges
to the steady state average speed ðV Þ bounded by
max
V < vmin þv
. The authors also prove that V ! 0
2
as vmin ! 0. The decay period is longer for small
vmin values and it takes longer for the system to
stabilize. For the case vmin = 0, the results of the
simulation should be treated with suspicion. In
[71], it is shown that any statistical model that
draws destination independent of speed suffers from the speed decay problem. To solve this
problem, Yoon et al. suggest that the initial
speeds are drawn from the steady state speed distribution.

5.3.4. Gauss–Markov model
In Gauss–Markov model, the initial values assigned for the speed and direction of each mobile
is updated with ﬁxed time intervals [72,73]. The
speed and direction at the nth instance are calculated as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sn ¼ asn1 þ ð1  aÞs þ ð1  a2 Þsxn1 ;
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d n ¼ ad n1 þ ð1  aÞd þ ð1  a2 Þd x ;
n1

where sn and dn are the speed and direction of the
mobile at time n and a 2 [0, 1] is the tuning parameter to adjust randomness. Since the previous
speed and direction are considered while calculating the new ones, the sudden turns and accelerations in the random walk and waypoint models
are not observed in the Gauss–Markov model.
5.4. Random direction model
In the random direction model, after selecting a
speed and direction, the mobile travels until the
border of the service area [68]. Thus, instead of
accumulating at the center of the service area,
the mobiles travel longer distances. When the mobile reaches the border, it pauses for some time,
and then selects a new speed and direction for
the next step. Although the random direction
model solves the density waves problem, it results
in the mobiles pausing only at the boundaries of
the service area.
In [68], a modiﬁed version of random direction
is also proposed. Royer et al. propose allowing the
mobiles to change speed and direction at any point
on the way to the destination. However, this approach is actually a kind of waypoint mobility
model. In [74–76], a simpliﬁed version of random
direction in which mobiles travelling at constant
speed are reﬂected from the boundary of the service area with an angle of u0 or (p  u0) where
u0 is the angle of arrival.
In [77], the smooth random mobility model, enhances the random direction model to make the
movement of the mobiles look more realistic.
The model is composed of two stochastic processes, one for determining when to change the
speed and the other for changing the direction.
To obtain smooth mobility patterns, the previous
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and current values of the speed and direction are
autocorrelated. The speed is changed incrementally by the current acceleration of the mobile.
Furthermore, the direction change is performed
in several steps until the new target direction is
achieved.
In [78], the velocity vector is updated according
to the formula
vðt þ DtÞ ¼ min½maxðvðtÞ þ Dv; 0Þ; V max ;
where Vmax is the maximum mobile velocity (assumed to be 65 mph) and Dv is the velocity change.
Then, the direction and new coordinates are determined by
hðt þ DtÞ ¼ hðtÞ þ Dh;
xðt þ DtÞ ¼ xðtÞ þ vðtÞ  cos hðtÞ;
yðt þ DtÞ ¼ yðtÞ þ vðtÞ  sin hðtÞ.
The distribution from which Dv and Dh are drawn
are speciﬁed with respect to maximum acceleration
and maximum angular change to provide a kind of
inertial behavior.
5.5. Cell tracking
In the Markovian model, the current cell of the
mobile rather than the exact location is of interest.
The model is represented as a state transition diagram. In the one-dimensional Markovian model
[55], a user is in one of the three states: (1) stationary state; (2) right-move state; (3) left-move state.
The link weights represent the state transition
probabilities. In the case of two-dimensional Markovian model, there are two possible approaches:
• One state for each neighboring cell. This
approach results in a very complex Markovian
chain [79].
• Divide the neighbor cells into two groups with
respect to a dividing line [80].
In [81], Akyildiz et al. show how to reduce the
two-dimensional model for hexagonal and mesh
planes so that the simpliﬁed model behaves exactly
the same as the original model. In [82], Tonguz
et al. propose a biased Markovian motion in which
mobiles tend to move towards some of the paging
areas.
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In the residence time based mobility models, the
mobile stays in once cell until the cell residence
time expires, and then moves to another cell
[83,84]. There are two methods for ﬁnding the cell
residence time: at the end of each time slot the
decision to leave the cell can be made based on a
given probability or cell residence time can be
drawn from a random variable. In the literature,
exponential or gamma distribution is assumed
for cell residence time.
5.6. Activity-based model
The activity based model developed in [49] is
based on the concept of activities, i.e., trips with
speciﬁc purposes. Activities are deﬁned according
to the travel surveys conducted by organizations
such as regional traﬃc [85]. Given the user group,
time of the day, and the previous activity, the next
activity of a mobile is determined by stochastic
lookups in an activity transition matrix, which contains the cumulative probability of transition from
one activity to another. The duration of the activity is found in a similar way, looking up from an
activity duration matrix. The path is constructed
using the path and distance lookup tables. After
the activity duration expires, the whole processes
is repeated.
Another activity-based model in the literature is
developed for service-oriented ad hoc networks
[86]. The approach Breyer et al. propose is actually
a collection of four models:
• Activity model determines transforms an
abstract list of non-networking tasks into a schedule of activities. An activity is deﬁned by its
starting time and duration. The activities are
weighed by a set of priorities in case of conﬂicts.
• Environment model determines where the activities take place and provides the paths constrained by the obstacles according to the
motion model.
• Motion model breaks down the high-level movement commands to ﬁne-grained micro-movements and constructs the mobility patterns with
the help of a multi-graph based mobility model.
• Service model derives the type of service to be
performed during the activity.
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5.7. Physical structure based mobility model
Some mobility models consider the physical
structures while generating the mobility patterns
while others allow the mobiles to visit any point
in the service area. Though the latter class of models are simpler to implement, the former class of
models give more realistic results since the mobiles
move on the streets rather than across buildings as
in real life.
5.7.1. Three-dimensional model
In [87], Kim et al. propose a three-dimensional
analytical model considering vertical motion in
buildings with multiple ﬂoors. The movement of
the mobile is restricted by the walls, and the mobiles are allowed to have vertical motion only at
the staircases. A mobile can change his direction
when he reaches a new ﬂoor.
5.7.2. City section model
The city section model [88,89] simulates users
walking or driving on a grid of streets where each
street has a diﬀerent speed limit. For each mobile,
a starting point and a destination is selected randomly. The mobile moves along the path that gives
the shortest travel time, subject to the street structure and speed limits. When the destination is
reached, the mobile pauses before selecting the
new destination. New features such as hot and
dead spots with various population densities,
acceleration in case of speed changes, and additional pauses along the path can be introduced
to improve the model.
5.7.3. Map-based realistic mobility model
The realistic mobility model in [52] uses a given
map that is color-coded with each type of physical
structure represented with a diﬀerent color. The
mobility patterns of the individual users are created according to a given matrix, which represents
the user ﬂow rates between the physical structures.
The initial distribution of the users, speed and connection patterns are determined according to the
types of the physical structures. Thus, a mobile is
not allowed to drive over the buildings, or the population over the sea is signiﬁcantly less than the
land (or non-existent at all). Entering and leaving

physical structures such as highways are allowed
only at selected points through connection roads,
allowing a smooth transition between streets and
highways. A user on a speciﬁc type of structure
prefers staying on the same type of structure and
tends to keep its direction towards the destination.
The important features of the model are:
•
•
•
•

moving-in-groups behavior,
conscious travelling towards a destination,
inertial behavior, and
respecting the non-pass-through feature of some
physical structures.

The model also calculates the individual interference disseminating from each active user rather
than using an approximation.
5.7.4. Obstacle model
In the obstacle model, the mobiles move towards selected destinations over the shortest paths,
walking around blocking obstacles in the service
area [90]. Jardosh et al. utilize Voronoi diagrams
to construct the service area and mobility patterns.
A Voronoi diagram, also known as Dirichlet tessellation, partitions a plane with n points into n
convex polygons such that each polygon contains
exactly one point and every point in a given polygon is closer to its central point than to any other
[91]. The buildings are represented as rectangles of
random size at random points. The pathways are
constructed halfway in-between the buildings and
the doorways along the sides of the buildings allow
movement through the buildings. Each mobile selects a buildings as the destination, walks the
shortest path to the destination along the pathways, pauses for some time, and then selects another destination. Jardosh et al. assume the
obstacles completely block the signals and consider only direct path for signal reception.
5.8. Aggregate mobility models
5.8.1. Fluid ﬂow model
The ﬂuid ﬂow model mimics the ﬂow of a ﬂuid
and deﬁnes mobility in terms of the mean number
of mobiles crossing the boundary of a given area
[92,93]. The volume of traﬃc from region i to j is
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formulated in proportion to the population in region i, average velocity, and the length of the boundary between two regions. Assuming a circular region
with a population density of q, average velocity of v,
diameter of L, the average number of mobiles that
cross the region boundary, N, is given by
N ¼ qpLv.
In [94], Rose developed a more sophisticated
model based on diﬀusion processes.
In [95], Leung et al. develop a deterministic ﬂuid
model that models traﬃc on a semi-inﬁnite highway. Entrance and exists to/from the highway trafﬁc are allowed only at ﬁxed points. The proposed
model captures the overall dynamics of the system
rather than the behavior of the individual mobiles.
The model treats the number of non-calling and
calling mobiles in location (0, x] at time t, N(x, t)
and Q(x, t), respectively, as continuous ﬂuids.
Thus, call traﬃc load in the cells along the highways and handoﬀ rates can be obtained. Leung
et al. have also developed a related stochastic trafﬁc model that captures the stochastic ﬂuctuations.
5.8.2. Exponential correlated random mobility
model
Bergamo et al. propose [96] an aggregate mobility model in which the new position of a mobile or
group of mobiles, ~
bðt þ 1Þ, is calculated based on
the previous position, ~
bðtÞ and a random deviation, ~
r, as
 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
1=s
bðt þ 1Þ ¼ bðtÞ  e
þ r  1  ðe1=s Þ  r;
where b(t) = (r, h) is deﬁned for a group or mobile
at time t, s adjusts the rate of change from the previous position of the mobile to the new position
(small s implies large change), and r is a random
Gaussian variable with variance r. Thus, the mobiles in a group exhibit similar patterns subject
to some random deviation ~
r. The drawback of this
model is that generating a speciﬁc mobility pattern
by adjusting s and r is not an easy task.
5.8.3. Column mobility model
In the column mobility model, a group of mobiles move in a line or column in a given reference
grid [57]. Each mobile moves in restricted vicinity
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of its associated reference point according to one
of the entity mobility models described above.
The reference mobility points are displaced by an
advance vector, which moves the reference grid
by a random distance and a random angle. Thus,
the reference points of the mobiles are stationary
relative to each other. This model can be used to
represent a group of mobiles with the same destination or purpose, such as a squad of soldiers
moving together.
5.8.4. Nomadic community model
This model mimics the mobility patterns of the
ancient nomadic societies [57]. Each mobile in the
group roams around the reference point using an
entity mobility model. All mobiles in the same
group share the same reference point as opposed
to the column mobility model where each mobile
has its own reference point. As a consequence,
the mobiles in the nomadic community model
are less constrained compared to those in the previous model. The column mobility model can be
used for ad hoc systems where the mobiles move
with a strict formation, such as military applications, and nomadic community model can be used
for systems with a more relaxed formation, such as
civilian applications.
5.8.5. Pursue model
The pursue model mimics the mobility pattern
of several mobiles tracking the same mobile target
[57], such as ﬂies tracking a person with an applepie in hand or several police cars following a suspect. The mobiles try to reach the target by making
random moves. The new position of each mobile is
calculated by using a random vector and an acceleration function as
new pos ¼ old pos þ accelðtarget  old posÞ
þ random vector;
where accel(target  old_pos) is information on
the movement of the mobile under pursuit and
random_vector is a random oﬀset obtained from
an entity model for each mobile [88]. The movement of a mobile is limited from above and below
to enforce a maximum speed limitation and to
maintain a certain random orbit around the target
point when it is reached.
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5.8.6. Follow the leader model
Follow the leader model is based on car following theory, a.k.a. GM model [97]. Considering a
sequence of drivers 1,2, . . . , n , . . . , the speed and
acceleration of the nth driver are denoted by
x_ n ðtÞ ¼ dxn =dt and €xn ðtÞ ¼ d2 xn =dt2 , respectively.
The relationship between the mobility patterns of
the nth driver and his leader, (n  1)th driver, is
expressed using a sensitivity coeﬃcient k as
€xn ðtÞ ¼ kð_xn1 ðtÞ  x_ n ðtÞÞ;
k ¼ k0

ð_xn ðtÞÞ

ð2Þ

m

ðxn1 ðtÞ  xn ðtÞÞl

.

ð3Þ

Eq. (2) says if the nth driver is driving at the same
speed with his leader, he will not accelerate or
decelerate. Eq. (3) says that the sensitivity coeﬃcient, k, depends on both the speed of the driver
and the distance with the leader. The values of m
and l are typically non-negative, and generally assumed to be either 0 and 1, or 1 and 2, respectively.
5.8.7. Reference point group mobility model
In the reference point group model, each group
has a logical center that represents the trajectory of
the whole group [96]. Each mobile in the group has
its own reference point. The group motion vector,
!
GM , deﬁnes the movement of the group, i.e., the
reference points. Each mobile wanders randomly
around its reference point using a random motion
!
vector RM . The waypoint model can be used for
the mobility of both the logical centers and the
individual mobiles. Typically, the logical centers
have pause times between the steps while the individual mobiles move without pause times. This
model can be used to depict convention, disaster
recovery, and battleﬁeld ad hoc scenarios.
The mobility vector model is more general than
the reference group mobility model [98] and can
describe scenarios with diﬀerent types of mobiles
with diﬀerent mobility patterns. The mobility vec!
tor of an individual mobile, M , is calculated as
! !
!
M ¼ B þa V ;
!
where B is the base vector that deﬁnes the primary
!
velocity component, V is the deviation vector that
!
deﬁnes the deviation from B , and a is the acceleration factor.

5.8.8. Gravity model
Gravity model is a class of models in transportation theory rather than a single model
[99,100,50]. Inspired by NewtonÕs Law of Gravity,
the volume of traﬃc from region i to region j, Tij,
is deﬁned as
T i;j ¼ K i;j P i P j ;
where Pi and Pj represent the sizes of mobile population in regions i and j, respectively, and Ki,j is a
parameter that should be calculated (or measured)
for these two regions. The drawback of these models is the requirement for calculating the Ki,j
parameters for all {i, j} pairs.
Metropolitan, national, and international
mobility models constitute a set of models at three
diﬀerent levels [50]. The metropolitan model includes the Markovian model as a special case. It
generates movement trips for diﬀerent mobility
behavior classes: stationary, simple, round-trip,
and return home. Conditional probabilities of
moving from one site to the other is speciﬁed in
a movement connectivity matrix. The other models
are also based on similar concept. The national
model describes the movement behaviors between
metropolitan areas in USA. The gravity model
used in the national model is
T i;j ¼

mi mj P i P j
c þcj

d i;ji

;

where T i;j is equal to 0.5(Ti,j + Tj,i), di,j is the distance between regions i and j, {mi} and ci are
parameters that should be calibrated. The international model describes the movement behaviors
between USA and 10 other countries. The gravity
model used in the international model is
T j ¼ K j P USA P j .
As mentioned previously, the modeling techniques
chosen for the performance evaluation of a mobile
network protocol aﬀect the realistic nature of the
signaling load and quality of service eﬀects. The
ability to capture the performance without physically implementing a mobile system distinguishes
mathematical analysis, network simulators and
network emulators from experimental approaches.
Currently, the latter can realize the physical time
and/or frequency selective behavior, but they are
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costly and are not perfectly repeatable. On the
other hand, mathematical analysis and related network simulators avoid the high experiment cost
and are perfectly repeatable. However, to enable
tractability, they are oftentimes based on simplifying assumptions that considerably aﬀect the accuracy of the performance results. Therefore,
although the models provided above, give an accurate picture of the current state of mobility modeling, future analyses may require the use of network
emulators to combine the advantage of tractability
and more realistic physical propagation channels.

6. Conclusion
As the uniﬁed, ubiquitous global wireless system
continues to develop, the need for inter-operability
as well as service optimization continues to grow
and evolve. New techniques for integration and
optimization must be developed for each layer of
the network, and unifying networking protocols,
such as Mobile IP must be expanded to operate under diﬀerent types of networks. Finally, the problems of wireless networks, such as registration,
handoﬀ, security, and reliable performance evaluation techniques must be addressed to be able to create and produce a wide range of services to the user
at the expected wireline-level service quality.
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